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Measure manual

General
Take measures over riding-breeches and
socks, using the original Petrie measuring
tape. Do not pull the tape too tight. Note the 
achieved measures in the corresponding place at the measure sheet.
CAUTION! Do not confound left and right!

*Request some fitfoams as a supply.

It is meaningful to mention the shoe size the
customer normally wears.

1. Shaft height
(measure standing)

At the outside of the leg from
the ground to the splintbone
knob and at the back from the
ground highly into the hollow
of the knee (top knob - top hol-
low of the knee).
CAUTION! These two measures
must be equal, otherwise they
were not taken correctly!

2. Neck(???)
(measure sitting)

Measure in the hollow of the
knee off the splintbone knob
(top knob - top hollow of the
knee).
CAUTION! Both legs must be
placed right-angled and loosely
on the ground.

3. Calf outline 
(measure sitting)

Measure the thickest outline of
the calf – don't pull the tape
too tight!
CAUTION! Both legs must be
placed right-angled and loosely
on the ground.

4. Upper ankle
5. Ankle
For boots that should fit tightly
around the ankle, the outline of
the upper ankle (10 cm above
the ankle) and the ankle should
be measured as well.
CAUTION (5)! Measure the
smallest outline of the ankle,
above the knob.

6. Heel / 
7. Instep / 
8. Ball

(measure standing)
Take the three outline measures
– as shown on the pictures and
sketch – with loosely laid mea-
suring tape. (Compare achieved
measures with those of stan-
dard boots to see whether it is
necessary to make boots to
measure.)

9. Foot length
Always indicate the measures
in centimeters.
In case of measure-made boots a
footprint in fitfoam* must be
sent in with the measure sheet.
Therewith an exact footbed can
be produced. For that your custo-
mer will be grateful!

How to take the correct measures for Petrie's riding boots
so that optimum comfort and a good fitform is achieved.
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